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BookBoon Searching for a particular educational textbook or business book? BookBub will filter available
content based on your gadget. Read the book online or download it. Goodreads The Goodreads app is a
personal favorite of mine. Project Gutenberg eBooks require no special apps to read, just the regular Web
browsers or eBook readers that are included with computers and mobile devices. Mobile search? You need to
have a card with the library before you can take advantage of the app though. Search the word "free" to get
started at BookBub. Gutenberg Project Gutenberg has more than 58, free eBooks. All of the books offered
here are classic, well-written literature, easy to find and simple to read. Some of the Latest eBooks Problem
with older browsers? Once you find something you're interested in, click on the book title and you'll be taken
to that book's specific page. The vast majority of books at Project Gutenberg are released in English, but there
are other languages available. Everything from Project Gutenberg is gratis, libre, and completely without cost
to readers. The apps, which often generate digital records of what you borrow, are generally available for
Android and iOS with e-books and audiobooks available for rent. Why buy books when you can read them for
free? If you're looking for a wide variety of books in various categories, check out this site. After the 14 days,
the e-book will automatically return to the lender. You can also choose to download the file with or without
images to save space. Because this is unlikely to be fixed soon, please consider direct downloads i. Image:
feedbooks Similar to PDF Books World, Feedbooks allows those that sign up for an account to download a
multitude of free e-books that have become accessible via public domain, and therefore cost you nothing to
access. If you're a fan of audiobooks, Gutenberg links to LibriVox. If you don't, the files won't work. No fee or
registration! This is one of the cloud storage options on eBook download pages. Most of the books are read by
other LibriVox users, and they're always looking for more voice actor volunteers. There's also a wide selection
of languages available, with everything from English to Farsi. Like Audible, you can search by author, title,
genre or language to find the next book you'll to listen to. If you're looking for free public domain books, try
Feedbooks. You'll find mostly public domain classics in dozens of categories. The websites we've compiled
allow you to manually enter the page number or search by chapter, though. A plethora of free book downloads
await â€” everything from self-improvement e-books to poetry downloads. Create an account and either
request to borrow a book or offer to lend a book. Just tap the title to launch the book. Authorama offers a good
selection of free books from a variety of authors, both current and classic. LibriVox LibriVox is an oasis of
audio books. These books are compatible for Kindles , iPads and most e-readers. We hope to fix this problem
in the first week of September. Editor's Note: This story was originally published on April 8,  ManyBooks will
ask which file you prefer to set as a default. The only downside with reading on your browser is that there's no
way to mark your place. No special apps needed! Now playing: Watch this: How to get free e-books
Smashwords Browse Smashwords' extensive catalog of contemporary and classic fiction, non-fiction, essays,
plays and screenplays. If you don't want to download, just choose to read it in your browser in HTML. Filter
what you're looking for by price, special deals and word count.


